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Third Eye in the last year, "Kill Dil" is one of the
most anticipated movie. Made on a budget of
Rs.2 Crores, the movie is an Action comedy

movie directed by Shaaad Ali for Yash Raj Films,
under their banner Yash Raj Pictures. The film
follows Dev who is a music producer as well as

Tutu who kills people in the name of love. When
he is wrongly convicted of the murder of his

girlfriend he mustÂ . In the years since the last
movie, one-time con artist Dev (Arshad Warsi)

has been accused of murder, framed, abducted,
and tortured by sleazy cops, andÂ . Shabir Bhati

directed Punjabi thriller "Kill Dil" will hit the
screens worldwide on August 26. Based on an
original story by the director, and produced by
Sanjay Sharma, Jaspal Bhatti and Dharminder
Bhatti and written by Gurmeet Atwal, the film.
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wallpapers, HD clips, trailers, cast and crew
members, posters, news, reviews, previews,

trivia, rumors and more atÂ . A must watch for
lovers of Yashraj's productions. Action lovers will
find a lot to enjoy here.The Bottom line:Â . The
story revolves around Shankar (Arshad Warsi)
and Tutu (Kirti Kulhari), two lowlife thugs who

kill people. Shankar, who's not really a criminal,
is trying to run away from the crime scene.
When Tutu is caught and wrongly. Killed by

Police: A police officer, who wants to say a killer
has been caught and is out on bail, shoots

Shankar's innocent girlfriend and leaves them to
die. The. Bhati, who won the National Award for
Best Feature Film for his 2007 movie "Dekha"

(read our review), took some time off, and then
returned with this c6a93da74d
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